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• Blind Search: “How do I know what I don’t know?” LSI 
applies text queries to content repositories to find information
that has been overlooked. 

• Categorization: Users define categories using examples. 
Based on these examples, LSI automatically assigns incoming 
documents to categories. 

• Relationship Discovery: LSI discovers subtle relationships 
that are deliberately or accidentally obscured. 

• Multi-Lingual Searching:  Users can submit queries in 
English while searching documents in other languages. 

Latent Semantic Indexing Features
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Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
Takes a collection of content 

(eg. patents, articles, etc.)

Creates an Index
(Vector Space)

LSI
Index
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Patents

Airframes

Mechanical

Oil and Gas, etc…

LSI: Index Organization

LSI
Index
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LSI: Similar Concept Matching

LSI
Index

Content (eg. patents) with similar concepts (vectors) are located 
near each other

Similar
Content
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car automobile

LSI Search: Relevance based on concept

LSI
Index

cat

kitten

Automatic association … not based on a thesaurus
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Dole US Senate

LSI: Concepts are Different than Words

LSI
Index

Dole

pineapple

Automatic association … based upon similar meanings, not similar 
spellings
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XX

QueryQuery

Documents
returned in

relevance order

LSI: “Any Text Search”

Q

Any text:
• Free-form 
• Cut-and-paste
• Document (Patent, 
Press Release, etc.)

LSI
Index
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LSI Compliments Key Word

1. Users can set up folders, and monitor for 
content related conceptually (same 
meaning, but different words) to key 
words or articles “examples” already in 
the folders

2. Users can search for immediate results 
that are related to words, articles, emails 
or external documents

3. Users can use keyword search
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Keyword Search = Precision

1. Keyword search on “Eastman Chemical 
AND China” yields articles containing the 
words “Eastman Chemical” and “China”

2. The results can be limited by a variety of 
options

3. Users can sort results by Date, 
Publication, or Relevance
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LSI Search = Possibilities

1. Run Concept Search on article 
“Eastman Chemical and West 
Tech form alliance in China”

2. Results are articles that are 
conceptually similar to that 
article

3. Users are given names of 
companies in similar ventures to 
Eastman and West Tech, 
including Hanita, Akzo Nobel, 
Degussa and Dow
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• Users can add, delete or edit “alerts”
(folders) as needed

• EDB adds matches to the folders (like 
alerts)

• Results for a folder appear when the 
folder is selected

• Users can easily make a result into a 
“concept” (example) and put it into a 
folder

Categorization: LSI Assigns Text to Folders
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LSI Uncovers Hidden Meaning
Searching on “motorcycle” finds patents that do not include the 
term “motorcycle”
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LSI Uncovers Hidden Meaning
Patent #6,085,857 does not contain the word “motorcycle,”
but it sure looks like one…

aka: “motorcycle”
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These terms are found in 
the USPTO database and 
relate to “saddle-type riding 
vehicles.” Users can search 
the USPTO database to find 
those patents, or they can 
research the individuals to 
see who else is an expert…

LSI “Indexes” Content Immediately
Analyzing the patent abstract creates an “instant context list”
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LSI: “Any Text Search”

1. Search text can be from external 
sources like CNN, a newspaper site, 
etc.

2. Search text can be an article from 
user’s own PC

3. Search text can be email
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LSI:  “Any Text Search”
Search using press release on the new Maxim Knee System
and get hundreds of related patents…
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LSI: “Any Text Search”
US Patent #6,090,144 is about prosthetic knees even though the source text 
never used the term “prosthesis”
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LSI: Cross Database Searching
Link Patent results to STM content
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LSI: Foreign Language Searching

Spanish query 
text 

(“Any Text 
Search”)

Searched Spanish 
language news
wires for results

(no human indexing 
or abstracting)
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Spanish query 
text

French 
and 

Spanish 
results

LSI: Multiple Language Searching
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• Works well as complement to Keyword: Suggests new search 
possibilities, but not as precise as Keyword 

• Can be an alternative to Federated Search
• Can provide quick indexing and categorization to unstructured 

content
• Scaling is an (expensive) challenge
• Used extensively in Legal Research/Discovery and 

Intelligence Community
• Connects end users to premium content, through “any text”

searches

LSI: Summary
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